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Abstract—Provide a thorough abstract that covers all the key points in your paper, including your findings and conclusions. The abstract should be no longer than two paragraphs. Use “abstract” format and be sure to italicize “Abstract” as shown.

Heading
Start typing here. Use “text” style. Always separate headings with some text. At the very least, you should summarize the key points of that section.

If you need to insert a block quote or bullet points, use “block” style, which indents the paragraph on both sides. Leave one blank line above and below the block quote.

A. Heading
Start your paragraph directly beneath this level of heading. Use “text” style in this paragraph.

1) Heading
Again, use “text” style in this paragraph.

Heading
Start typing here again. Use “text” style. Be sure to have some discussion between each heading.

A. Heading
You’ll have to right-click on the “B” and “continue numbering” for this section.

1) Heading
Same here.
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